New research project submission and committee review process (otherwise known as iMedRIS)

Live October 1, 2017

Are you planning to submit any new research proposals, modifications or continuing reviews for November review?

What you need to know before you submit!

- You may access the PVAMC iMedRIS login page from intranet (VA computer or CAG) at: iMedRIS log in  (WARNING! This is the live site and anything entered in this site becomes part of the system for the life of the study)
- All existing open studies for all committees (IRB, SRS, IACUC, and R&D) have been imported into the iMedRIS system.
- Review your studies to assure the study shells contain correct information (study title, principal investigator, study staff and approval expiration dates).
- Please contact Diane Stock at diane.stock@va.gov or x3911 as soon as possible for guidance and assistance to ensure a complete submission. (Please plan ahead to avoid any delays in the process as availability may be limited)